This report forwards changes to the biographic information submitted. The following information clarifies and explains why MG RABII was previously reported as being promoted to Lieutenant General.

Change Major General RABII's rank to MG everywhere in that the General is indicated of rank LTG. MG RABII is assuming the duties of a three star position (CMDR, Tactical Air Command, Shiraz, Iran); consequently he is getting paid some of the salary of an Lieutenant General. For official purposes, he is still wearing the uniform of an Major General. It is very likely that he will be officially promoted to LTG in the near future. Promotion details will be reported as soon as they are known.
2. (U) Change the following item numbers to read as follows:

DD Form 1396, to read as follows:

7. c. Major General
   d. 19 June 1973

36. Travel: February 1975 made an official visit to the U.S. to get information on how our Tactical Air Command was set up and operated.

37. a. DELETE promoted to Lieutenant General. ADD: Present Commander, Tactical Air Command, Shiraz, Iran.